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Bold, graphic, and hilarious, this novelty book
is perfect for all kids… and opticians!

“Hey Toad, what do you see?”; “And you,
Plutonian creature, what are you looking at?”
From the toad to the owl, from the Plutonian
creature to you-without-your-glasses, spot
sweet surprises with each lift - or swing - of a
flap and get to see through the eyes of others.
Discover hidden surprises and delight in
interactive play with this entertaining book.

> From 2 up • 13,5 × 32,5 cm • 18 pages
French retail: 13,90 €
Publication date: March 2021
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What do you see?

P

Philippe Bretelle

& novelties

!

From the Monarch butterfly to the almost
identical Viceroy, the subtle swallowtail to the
terrifying owl butterfly, this magical pop-up
shows the multiple facets and transformations
of these fascinating insects, born from
a metamorphosis.
Page by page, whether meeting their basic
needs, facing danger or performing a
courtship dance, these butterflies and moths
will enchant and surprise you. Discover
everything there is to know about the imitators
(such as the bee hawkmoth or spider moth),
invisible ones that blend into the background,
transformers with leopard or snakeskin
patterns, irresistible ones with shimmering or
iridescent wings, and those that are simply
incomparable.

> From 6 up • 20 × 30 cm • 28 pages
7 large pop-ups • French retail: 23,90 €
Publication date: November 2020

Paper engineering at its finest and an
explosion of dazzling colours, immersing the
reader into nature, among its most beautiful
and ephemereal creatures.
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A wonderful spectacle of 35 butterflies from
all over the world in a breath-taking nonfiction pop-up!
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Julie Brouant & Bernard Duisit

& novelties

Olivia Cosneau & Bernard Duisit
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The eighth title in the “Pop-up pour les
petits” series, already sold in 9 languages

“How do you groom yourself, cat?
With my tongue and my paws.
How do you wash yourself, elephant?
I have a shower, like you.”
A cheerful and sturdy interactive book, in a
format perfectly adapted to little hands, to
discover how animals clean themselves by
pulling the tabs. The bird splashes in water, the
beaver combs his hair with his paws, the pig
takes a nice mudbath…
> From 3 up • Flaps and tabs - 16 pages
15 × 18 cm • 13,90 €
Publication date: February 2021

In the same series :

Little curious minds will love to learn about
their favourite animals’ habits, even if
they don’t all have the same definition of
cleanliness! Isn’t that right, little pig?
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All clean!
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Sophie Vissière

P
Some days, when Spring comes, kids want to
do like grown-ups.

> From 0 to 3 • 19,5 × 24 cm • Board book
Rounded corners • Landcape binding • 32 pages
French retail: 13,90 €
Publication date: February 2021

Some days, when Spring comes, a new baby
appear like a bud: “It’s for you, Little flower”.
Join the family for this Family Spring outing!
A Father takes his son and daughter out in
the garden. The occasion for the two kids to
marvel, play and share as their father gives
them a flower to each. A flower they will give
themselves to their baby brother when he
crawls toward them.

5

& novelties

Sophie Vissière’s bright stencil illustrations
carry the reader into the circle of Life, the
circle of Nature.

"Some days, when Spring comes, parents and
kids are sprung from houses and gather in
gardens.
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Little Seed

op

Thanks to the lansdscape binding, turning the page
up and down unveils an unusual perspective, with
characters bending and lifting like closed flowers
bloom.
An artistic and uplifting book. Little Seed simply
shares a heartwarming moment of life that will
delight readers of all ages.
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A, B, C, D

Little holes…

Draw the letters with your finger

Count and reveal the surprises!
A book with holes to help little ones learn how to
count to 10 using their fingers. Colourful circles and
die-cuts that reveal, from one page to the next, three
boot buttons, four wheels or even two cat eyes!

A touch and feel book to help children discover the
alphabet by following the sandpaper dots of the
path, made by each letter, with their finger. Join the
little airplane, the cameleon or the sailing boat on an
alphabet adventure!

> From 1 up • Board book

> From 1 up • Board book

Rounded corners • 40 pages

48 pages • Rounded corners

14 × 15 cm • 11,90 €

14 × 15 cm • 10,90 €

Publication date: August 2020

Publication date: August 2020

In the same series :

Rights sold: Spanish, Italian
and Simple Chinese
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Easy to handle board books with textures and die-cuts to help little ones discover the world that surrounds
them! A multi-award winning series, with juries made up of book shops, children’s professionals and mothers.
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Delphine Chedru

Little, big or huge? Fast, slow or steady? Focused,
dreamy or completely distracted!? A book to
discover opposites and their nuances.
A picture book with fold-outs, full of surprises,
introducing little ones to the subtleties of
opposites!
When the reader opens the book he discovers a
first scene of contrasts that changes once the flap
is unfolded, illustrating a nuance, or an addition to
the simple duality of opposites thanks to the now
three-part picture.

> From 3 up • Hardcover with
10 large flaps • 20 pages
26 × 15 cm • 14,90 €
Publication date: March 2020

A great way for children to develop their spatial
awareness, express their emotions as accurately
as possible, and also begin to share their thoughts.
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Everything and its Opposite
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Delphine Chedru

& preschool

Danse avec Ber nie

Janik Coat

Janik Coat

D an s e
avec

Bernie

> From 2 up • 35 × 51 cm • Strong Board book
350 gsm • 10 pages • French retail: 14 €
Publication date: Spring 2020

Bernie the bear is back, as endearing as he is
clumsy, in the middle of a choreography. Half
turns, rolls, jumps, a tap of the foot to the left,
a tap of the foot to the right; a picture book all
about movement and the body, with a lively
dance that the reader can join in with. Put
your hands in the air! A playful and attractive
graphic design, pop colours and a big format…
A book that will make all little bear cubs want
to move around and dance!
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Dance with Bernie

T

Janik Coat

& preschool

99 tomates & une patate

Delphine Chedru

Delphine Chedru

99
tomates & une patate

Counting to 100 is way better if you’re having fun!
A game-book to be played alone or with others, to
spot the odd-one-out and also to find:
• how many cats are sleeping and where the mean
cat is hiding, among the 99 cats and 1 mouse?
• how many planes have four engines and how
many have patterned wings, among the 99 planes
and 1 swallow?
• how many square signs are hiding among the 99
signs and 1 lollypop?…
• where the little potato is hiding in the book?
Over 1,300 objects to observe, patterned
backgrounds, play on colours… Delphine Chedru’s
resolutely graphic style is spot on, once more.
A very rewarding book with lots to observe, to
develop the child’s concentration skills.

> From 3 up • Hardcover • Case cover
trimmed off • Rounded corners
22 × 34,5 cm • 40 pages
French retail: 15,20 €
Publication date: Fall 2020
Rights sold: English, Spanish, Catalan
and German

• Simple yet refined patterns.
• The success of Delphine Chedru’s previous
game-books, La petite bête qui monte, and for
older children, the Chevalier courage, La Princesse
attaque, Orient Express and the Mission Mars
series.
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99 tomatoes and a potato

T

Delphine Chedru

& preschool

The Great Escapade
Three punished children let their imagination run
wild and build a boat to sail far, far away!!
Marthe, Charlie and Adama have a crazy idea - to
build a boat to escape from their holiday camp
after being grounded and missing out on a canoe
trip. Charlie fetches some wood and other supplies.
Marthe gets something to carry it all in, and Adama
prepares a survival kit.
Parallel scenes then follow the children searching,
their hard work, their wonder and their friendship.
But when they are ready to build their boat, there is
a big problem… Charlie forgot to bring anything to
make the mast, sail and oars!

> From 5 up • Hardcover • 128 pages
18,5 × 22 cm • 17,90 €
Publication date: June 2020

As the boat of these resourceful handy kids comes
alive, the shape of the narrative sails away. Sophie
Vissière plays and sequences the story with one
colour dot for each character. The reader can then
take shortcuts or follow the escapades of each.
Linear or truant reading, elliptic, communal or
solitary reading, the reader can choose and read
again and again!

By the same author:

LE POTAGER D’ALENA

Rights sold: Korean

Sophie Vissière

and Simple Chinese
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Julien Baer & Charles Berberian

P

Why?

books
A mischievous picture book, in the form of a
questions and answers game, about the little
things in life we do everyday without thinking, but
that children often wonder about.

“I know. You’re probably wondering what we’re
doing here, all alone, in the rain, in the middle of
the night and in winter. But it’s very simple… We
want answers!”
Paul and his friend have lots of questions about
life. Only one person can help them – Mister A.
He knows everything about anything and lives on
Rue du Pilpoul in Saint-Leu-La-Forêt, number 25,
to be precise. Why do we have to brush our teeth
twice a day? To stop them growing, of course!
What happens if we forget to tie our shoelaces?
Your shoes walk away on their own, quite simply.
Is it true that if you don’t cut your hair, a forest will
grow on your head?
> From 5 up • 17 × 23,3 cm • 40 pages
French retail: 14,90 €
Publication date: May 2021
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Mister A has all the answers. Unless… What if there
was one thing he did not not know?
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The Other Paris
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Julien Baer & Sébastien Mourrain
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A journey through the secret Paris of animals!

Julien Baer

L’AUTRE

Paris
illustrations

Sébastien Mourrain

“Of course, there is the Paris we all know; the one
with the Eiffel Tower, cafés and big boulevards. But
there is also another Paris, the animals’ city.
With their shops, bistros, offices and playgrounds.
Another world that I was lucky enough to discover
with my friend the rhinoceros.
I’d like to show you around this unknown Paris.”
The Excelsior, a luxury residence for mice, Sibelius,
a web shop for spiders, or La Boîte, a nightclub
for sardines… The duo Julien Baer and Sébastien
Mourrain revisit trendy or iconic Parisian addresses
in animal style!

LE BIG JIM
Salle de sport pour éléphants
45 bd de Sébastopol 75010

A funny and quirky picture book, to rediscover the
charm of the City of Light through the eyes of our
four-legged friends.

> From 6 up • Hardcover • 32 pages
17 × 23,3 cm • 14,90 €
Publication date: March 2021

By the same author and illustrator:
Rights sold: Spanish,
Catalan and Korean

Quai de Montebello 75005
Tourisme fluvial
Pour couples mariés uniquement
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Zip, the Snake who
Discovered Skiing
When a cold-blooded snake discovers winter
sports… Watch out for the snowball effect!
Michaël Rivière

> From 4 up • Hardcover • 40 pages
18 × 24 cm
Estimated retail price: 13,90 €
Publication date: January 2020

By the same author :

Rights sold in Russian

Just as Zip falls into a deep sleep for five months,
he begins to sleepwalk. And finds himself early the
next morning under a pile of white cold powder.
He had been so busy hibernating that he had
never seen snow before! At first he is scared, but
then curious; zig to one side, zag to the other, Zip
zig zags all over the place! But the new king of
skiing does not plan on keeping his discovery a
secret… Through the magic of internet, he plans on
creating a buzz among all his reptile friends!
The perfect Winter story packed full of funny
pictures and word games, that will make you want
to put on your ski shoes and go slaloming down
the slopes.
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Pompon Bear
and the white pompoms
A new picture book by multi-award winning authorillustrator Benjamin Chaud!
Mama Bear and Papa Bear are getting their den
ready for hibernation. Pompon has to look after his
little brother - a big responsibility. But he has an idea
to keep his brother busy… a Winter party! Glasses, a
pretty tablecloth and some white paint should do the
trick. But it’s not easy with Teeny Tiny Bear around.
With a splosh!, boing! and swish!, the whole surprise
crashes down in a splash of white. Pompon runs after
his brother through the forest. Where is he?! At last,
Pompon sees a small fluffy tail behind a tree. But it’s
not his brother’s. It’s white and there are lots of other
fluffy white tails too! Pompon discovers a group of
polar bears sat on big blocks of ice. Where do they
come from?
Fortunately all ends well in the forest of the bears.
With the help of his polar bear friends and Teeny Tiny,
Pompon throws the most beautiful Winter Party ever
and builds a lovely, non-melting, den for the polar
bears. When Mama Bear and Papa Bear come home,
Pompon and his new friends are ready to paint the
forest white! “Who wants some honey ice cream?”
> From 3 up • Hardcover • 23,5 × 36 cm • 32 pages
French retail price: 15,20 €
Publication date: Fall 2020

Benjamin Chaud

Tout est paisible dans la forêt.
Papa ours réfléchit, Maman ours grignote

qui semblent hiberner eux aussi.

et Tout Petit ours fait encore la sieste…
Pompon ours, lui, s’ennuie terriblement.
Personne ne joue avec lui,
personne ne lui chante une chanson d’ours,
personne ne lui gratte le dos…

Benjamin Chaud

Et tout à coup, Pompon ours craque !
Après Une chanson d’ours, Coquillages et Petit ours
et Poupoupidours, revoici toute la famille Ours !
Une nouvelle aventure, aussi dense qu’une forêt,
avec autant de détails qu’il y a de champignons,
pour frissonner d’effroi… et rire aux éclats !
15,90 € • helium-editions.fr/
ISBN : 978-2-330-09049-4

Mais au matin, Petit ours a encore disparu…
Des grandes illustrations qui fourmillent de détails,

Pompon ours dans les bois

au milieu d’une tribu de mini ours de toutes les couleurs

une pomme de pin

Coquillages et Petit ours • Benjamin Chaud

Cette nuit-là, il neige à gros flocons.
Papa ours et Petit ours quittent le toit de l’opéra
où ils avaient décidé de passer l’hiver, et trouvent une tanière très confortable

Benjamin Chaud

By the same author :

des fausses pistes et des clins d’œil : une nouvelle aventure au poil
signée Benjamin Chaud, à partager avec les petits lecteurs
pour aider Papa ours à retrouver son Petit ours.

15,90 €
ISBN : 978-2-33000-953-3
helium-editions.fr

POMPONOURS_couverture_2017.indd 1

02/11/2017 14:39
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gardens and their designers

TOUS LES JARDINS SONT DANS LA NATURE

Didier Cornille

Didier Cornille

TOUS LES JARDINS SONT DANS LA NATURE

We want green! Didier Cornille is back with another
title of his successful architectural series, now
dedicated to Gardens.
After Houses, Skyspcrapers and Bridges, here come
the Gardens! From the most spectacular to the
most technical, Didier Cornille explores a new field
of architecture. He gives us his curious, delicate and
accurate point on view on landscape architectural
masterpieces. Through the stories of 10 gardens and
the destinies of the designers who built them, Cornille
tells us everything about these astonishing projects.
Each garden has unique features: its design, irrigation
system or the horticultural aspects of it made
accessible to everyone thanks to Cornille’s didactic
and informed approach.
With 10 dazzling gardens among which:

> From 7 up • Hardcover • 21 × 23 cm • 78 pages
Estimated French retail: 15,20 €
Publication date: March 2021

The Encyclopaedic Garden: Le Désert de Retz,
François Racine de Monville (1785, France) •
The Landscape Garden: Central Park, Frederic Law
Olmsted & Calvert Vaux (1873, USA) • The Color
Garden: Munstead wood, Gertrud Jeckyll (mixedboarders) (1897, France) • The Modern Garden: Jardin
de la Villa Noailles, Gabriel Guevrekian (1925, France)
• The Families Garden: Round Gardens, Carl Theodor
Sørensen (1948, Denmark) • The Public Garden:
Parc de Flamengo, Roberto Burle Marx (1965, Brazil) •
The Industrial Garden: Gas works Park, Richard Haag
(1976, USA) • The Mediterranean Garden: Le jardin
du Rayol, Gilles Clément (1987, France) • The Artist
Garden: Jardin des Tarots, Nikki de Saint-Phalle
(1995, Italia) • The Walk Garden: Jardin de la Villette,
Bernard Tschumi (1987, France) •

-fictio
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Who built that? An introduction to
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20 × 28,33, cm • 48 pages / 200 stickers
French retail: 17,90 €
Publication date: January 2021
Rights sold: Simple Chinese

By the same author :
Rights sold: English,
Spanish, Catalan
Toutes
les choses
avec
lesquelles…

JECHOISIS
Gaia Stella

Japanese Tadao Ando is a self-taught architect, winner
of the Pritzker Prize. His architectural style is said to
create a haiku effect, emphasizing nothingness and
empty space to represent the beauty of simplicity.
With more than 200 stickers, this book encourages
children to observe some of the ma jor Ando’s
buildings (4x4 House in Kobe, Japan, Modern Art
Museum in Fort Worth, Texas, USA, Jaeneung Culture
Center in Seoul, South Korea, Church of the Light in
Ibaraki, Japan or Bourse du Commerce in Paris, France)
and re-create them in an accurate or whimsical way.
Sticker sheets contain shapes inspired by tangram,
offering potential for dozens of unique and original
artworks, combining stickers and drawing.
A hand on learning experience, this delightful book
shows children how architecture works. It’s a unique
gift that will delight and inspire little builders.

> From 7 up • Hardcover + a pouch for stickers

Gaia Stella

A fun-filled way to learn about architecture, this
activity book allows young readers to build their
own structures guided by one of the world greatest
architect: Tadao Ando.

and Korean
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Become an architect with Tadao Ando
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Gaia Stella

activity
books

Gwenaël David & Simon Bailly

Kid at the Animal Summit
A powerful novel about ecology and the necessary respect of
wildlife, in which the heroine is an 11 year old high school student,
following in the footsteps of Greta Thunberg!

“A lot of you say you want to change, but most of you don’t
actually want to do anything, little girl,” the cat argues.
“Don’t call me little girl. Things are really changing, believe me.
There are lots of us, we’re young, and we don’t care about your lies
and cover-ups, or about your comfortable little lives. Since the old
guy has run away, I am now the representative of my species, the
Homo sapiens. And I’m telling you, things are about to change.”

> From 9 up • Softcover • 176 pages
Including 75 black & white illustrations and frames
20 × 14,5 cm • 14,90 €
Publication date: March 2020
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan, Korean

Paris, 2030. As magnetic storms and other climate catastrophes
have become commonplace, the first ever Animal Summit is
organised in the city. The aim is to bring all the inhabitants of
Earth together – humans, animals, and even germs… - to agree
on an equitable management of natural resources, which need
to be preserved, now. Kid, a high school student, is chosen by
all the schools to report on this historic event. From Hyrax to
Orycteropus, including cats, rats and viruses, they are all together.
When an attack suspends the event and locks everyone in the
basement conference room, species must learn to communicate
and cooperate if they are to be able to get out of it. It is for their
survival and perhaps also for the future of the entire Planet.
A great mix between The Jungle Book, The Great Escape and a
G20 summit with ecology right in the thick.

" Don't be misled by the wacky sense of
humor in this almost present-day SciFi story,
it is teeming with alarming issues. With an
equally alarming forecast: from now on, animals
dominate the debate."
La Tribune de Genève
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"A green manifesto to be given
immediately to everyone,
from 8 to 78 years old!"
ELLE Magazine

Foreign Rights Elsa Giroux
egiroux@helium-editions.fr
Editorial and Artistic Director

Sophie Giraud
Fiction Editor

Laure Delattre
info@helium-editions.fr
www.helium-editions.fr

> Facebook <
>Instagram <
Visit the English version
of our website,
to discover more titles!
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